
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 2 
Date: 25 May 2018 
Time: 1630 H 
Venue:  PSA Building 
  
Attendees: Jianan, Jonathan 
Absent: Liu Jie, Xiaohang, Zhihao 

Agenda 
1. Discuss with client of our scope and functionalities  
2. Discuss with client the possible technologies to be used 

 

Notes, issues, decisions 
We clarified our functions and technology to be used with client using the following 
questions: 

1. How would they want the final product to look and behave ?  
a. It should look like the chatbot that is in the DBS banking home page  

i. https://www.dbs.com.sg/personal/default.page 
b. We can simulate the top faq in the chat like DBS in full screen  

2. What would additional function they can suggest?  
a. Login function - PSA will provide the login authentication credentials, 

chat bot would then redirect to the simulated portnet login page and 
the  chatbot handle from there on after authentication. 

i. Token used for the API, extract cookie and session id, when 
you call the APi and pass in the cookie 

3. Which programming language would be better for this project? 
a. Java would be preferred choice as it would benefit future integration 

as PSA’s server can only support JAVA. 
b. In the case where python is chosen due to its flexibility and data 

science capability, the python should be exposed as a webservice and 
be host on aws/azure which is also harder for future integration 

 
Client has also suggested the following:  

1. We could use the built-in tool in the operating systems to do automated 
training  

a. Crontab for linux platform  
b. Python web service called by java front end when FAQ question is 

asked by client 
2. Text analysis for feedback function 
3. Sufficient effort to get chatbot right rather than the analysis  //TBC 
4. Prefered database would be MySQL or PostgreSQL** stored 

procedure/function 
5. We can consider using Selenium for automation testing and research on how 

it works with git 
6. Client would send us their FAQ along with the login API instructions 



a. FAQ questions are on container questions 
7. Draw a sequence of the logic of the process, so that anyone can understand 

how is the chatbot is going to work 
8. Different ways for interacting with chatbot 

1. Guiding on user what to do rather than user keys in word  
2. Other form , free text requires more training and similarity match, for 

the same answer can be asked 1000 ways** difficulty matching  
The meeting was adjourned at 1810H. These minutes will be circulated and adopted             
if there are no amendments reported in the next three days.  

 

Prepared by Jonathan Tan 

Vetted and edited by Lu Jianan 


